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**Abstract**

Live vaccines are provided and methods for preparing the live vaccines for protection of a host from a pathogenic microorganism. The vaccines are prepared by introducing at least one modification in a gene involved in at least one, normally at least two, biosynthetic pathways involving the production of products which are unlikely to be found in the disease susceptible host. The modification results in a gene change which cannot be repaired by a single step, e.g. polynucleotide deletions and inversions. Where the *aro* gene suffers such a change, the resultant auxotrophic mutants require aromatic amino acids, p-aminobenzoic acid and 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid or a highly concentrated source of absorbable iron. The auxotrophic mutations have substantially reduced or nonexistent virulence while retaining the desired immunogenicity to initiate the immunogenic response. Various techniques can be employed for providing the desired change. *Salmonella typhimurium* strain SL1479 was deposited at the ATCC on September 7, 1982 and given ATCC Accession No. 39183; *Salmonella dublin* strain SL1438 was deposited on September 7, 1982 at the ATCC and given ATCC Accession No. 39184. *Salmonella typhi* strain 531Ty was deposited at the ATCC on November 21, 1984, and granted ATCC Accession No. 39926. *Shigella flexneri* strain SFL114 was deposited at the ATCC on March 14, 1988 and given ATCC Accession NO. 53755.
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NOVEL NON-REVERTING SHIGELLA LIVE VACCINES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Serial No. 798,052, filed November 14, 1985, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Serial No. 675,381, filed November 27, 1984, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Serial No. 415,291, filed September 7, 1982, now U.S. Patent No. 4,550,081, issued October 29, 1985, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Serial No. 151,002, filed May 19, 1980, now abandoned, which disclosures are incorporated herein by references.

INTRODUCTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to live vaccines against pathogenic microorganisms, particularly bacteria.

Background of the Invention

Vaccination with live attenuated strains is extensively and successfully used in the prevention of various viral diseases of man, such as polio, smallpox, and measles. By contrast, live vaccines are used against only a few bacterial diseases of man or domestic animals: BCG vaccine for prevention of tuberculosis, strain 19 vaccine against bovine brucellosis and Sterne's spore vaccine against anthrax in cattle. Yet in many investigations of experimental Salmonella infections, live vaccines have shown advantages over killed vaccines: (i) They frequently prevent, rather than merely postpone, multiplication of Salmonella in liver and spleen, which multiplication may lead to
death; (ii) they provide good protection against challenge by oral route, in situations where killed vaccines, given by injection or orally, are relatively ineffective; (iii) in some instances injections of live vaccine confer ability to rapidly eliminate challenge bacteria from liver, spleen, etc., presumably through cell-mediated immunity, in contrast to killed vaccines which evoke mainly humoral immunity, without much ability to eliminate virulent bacteria. The use of live Salmonella vaccines, however, is hampered by a number of factors. Some strains considered for use as live vaccines retain an unacceptable degree of virulence, by reversion or otherwise. Some live vaccines display short persistence of immunity attributed to early disappearance of the vaccine strain from host tissues and, in some instances, incomplete immunity so that some vaccinated animals die after a large challenge inoculum of a virulent strain.

The non-virulent strains used as vaccines have been obtained in various ways. The BCG strain was derived by empirical procedures during prolonged in vitro cultivation, and probably owes its non-virulence to multiple unidentified mutations. Sterne's Bacillus anthracis spore vaccine is a strain which has lost the ability to synthesize the polypeptide capsule, important as a determinant of virulence but not as a "protective" antigen. Some experimenters have used as live vaccine merely a sublethal dose of a "wild" strain of relatively low virulence in the sense that the LD50 was a large number of bacteria -- a situation in which there is evident risk of severe or fatal infection developing in some vaccinated subjects and of transmission to other hoses.

Recently, bacterial strains have been developed for use as live vaccines which are streptomycin-dependent mutants of strains of several pathogenic species. Shigella flexneri and Shigella sonnei strep-
tomycin-dependent mutants have been extensively used as live vaccines given by mouth for protection and have found to be both safe and efficient. In experimental Salmonella infections, however, streptomycin-dependent mutants seem to have been only moderately satisfactory. In general, "rough" mutants in Gram-negative bacterial species, i.e., mutants unable to manufacture normal lipopolysaccharide are non-virulent, but have proven unsatisfactory as live vaccines because of failure to cause protection. Two exceptions may be noted. (i) In Salmonella, mutation of gene γalE prevents normal lipopolysaccharide synthesis unless the bacteria are provided with preformed galactose. A γalE mutant of S. typhimurium was virtually non-virulent in small laboratory animals but evoked good immunity. As anti-O antibodies were produced, the γalE bacteria must have obtained sufficient galactose within the host tissues for them to make at least some O-specific lipopolysaccharide. Recently a γalE mutant of S. typhi, given by feeding to human volunteers, proved non-virulent and conferred reasonable protection against later oral challenge with a virulent strain of the same species. Furthermore, first reports of a field trial of this strain, given by oral route to school children in Alexandria, Egypt, indicate that it gave very good protection against the risk of contracting typhoid fever, which has a high incidence in such children. The non-virulence of γalE strains seems to be conditional on the presence of normal host cellular defense mechanisms, since administration of the cytotoxic agent cyclophosphamide to mice previously injected with a γalE mutant of S. typhimurium, non-pathogenic to untreated animals, precipitated fatal infections due to multiplication of the γalE strain. (ii) A "rough" mutant of S. dublin is in routine use in Great Britain as a live vaccine, given by parenteral injection, for protection of newborn calves against the frequently
fatal Salmonella infections which were formerly prevalent; as the strain used appears to lack the O-specific part of lipopolysaccharide, it presumably acts by invoking "non-specific immunity," perhaps by causing activation of macrophages.

Since live vaccines have substantially greater probability of success in providing for protection for the host against a subsequent invasion of a virulent wild strain, it is desirable to develop new live vaccines which avoid the shortcomings of vaccines prepared previously. Because the immune response of the vertebrate host to antigens, in particular surface antigens, of the pathogenic microorganism is the basic mechanism of protection by vaccination, a live vaccine should retain the antigenic complement of the wild-type strain. The live vaccine should be non-virulent, substantially incapable of multiplication in the host, and should have substantially no probability for reverting to a virulent wild strain.

A non-virulent live vaccine may also serve as a host for the expression of antigens which may be located in the cytoplasm, translocated to the plasma or outer membrane or secreted to provide immunogens for an immunogenic response by the mammalian host. By employing a live vaccine as a carrier for an immunogen, particularly an invasive host, such as Salmonella typhi, a strong stimulus can be provided to the immune system, particularly to the humoral immune system. In this way, many of the benefits of employing attenuated live pathogens such as bacteria, fungi, protozoa and viruses can be achieved without concern for reversion to a virulent form.
Relevant Literature


In a private communication, Dr. John Roth, Department of Biology, University of Utah, developed two strains of S. typhimurium LT2, in each of which the transposon Tn10, conferring resistance to tetracycline, had been inserted into a gene of the aromatic biosynthetic pathway, thereby causing inability to synthesize the common precursor of the aromatic amino acids and of two bacterial metabolites, p-aminobenzoate (precursor of the essential metabolite folic acid) and dihydroxybenzoate (precursor of the iron-chelating compound enterochelin or enterobactin). R. J. Yancey, Infection and Immunity, (1979) 24:174 reports that a mutation causing inability to synthesize interchelin secured in a mouse-virulent strain of S. typhimurium caused a very considerable reduction in virulence. The metabolic block was between chorismic acid and enterobactin, so that the mutation did not cause the requirement for...
p-aminobenzoate. In May 1979, a paper was presented by Stocker and Hoiseth entitled, "Effect of Genetic Defects in Iron Assimilation on Aromatic Biosynthesis on Virulence of Salmonella typhimurium.


Three approaches for the construction of a safe live oral Shigella vaccine have been used. Formal et al. (J. Bacteriol. (1965) 90:63-68) isolated a mutant strain of S. flexneri 2a which, when given in several doses, conferred resistance in monkeys. However, in human studies where the vaccine was given in high doses, side-effects such as vomiting, diarrhea and manifest dysentery were observed. Further, revertant organisms with wild-type properties were isolated from stool cultures (DuPont et al., J. Infect. Dis. (1972) 125:5-11). Similarly, Istrati et al. (Meitert et al., Arch. Roum. Path. Exp. Microbiol. (1984) 43:251-278) serially passaged virulent S. flexneri 2a and obtained a non-invasive mutant designated T32. When the vaccine was given in multiple doses of 10^10 bacteria, it was reportedly safe and conferred protection in humans.
The second approach was to use streptomycin-dependent mutant strains of *Shigella* sp. as oral attenuated vaccines (Mel et al., *Bull. WHO* (1965) 32:647-655; Mel et al., *Bull. WHO* (1971) 45:457-464; and Mel et al., *Acta Microbiol. Acad. Sci. Hung.* (1974) 21:109-114). Although Mel et al. (1965), supra demonstrated that a serotype-specific (based on immunity directed against the O-antigenic lipopolysaccharide of the bacterial cell envelope) protection was obtained, other data indicated that the vaccine was insufficient to prevent disease (Levine et al., *J. Pediatr.* (1974) 84:803-806) and that streptomycin-independent revertants were isolated (Levine et al., *J. Infect. Dis.* (1975) 131:704-707) which stopped the development of that type of vaccine.

Hybrid vaccines comprising either *Shigella* modified by insertion of a DNA sequence from another organism or another organism modified by insertion of genes encoding *Shigella* antigens have been produced as a third approach. Formal et al., *J. Bacteriol.* (1965) 89:1374-1382 inserted a portion of the *E. coli* K12 chromosome into a virulent *S. flexneri* strain which produced an attenuated organism which failed to provide protection when used as a vaccine. Levine et al., *J. Infect. Dis.* (1977) 136:577-582 modified *E. coli* K12 by inserting the loci containing genes coding for the type-specific and group-specific factors of the O (LPS) antigen, which vaccine failed to provide protection. The addition of the invasive plasmid gene from *S. flexneri* to the modified *E. coli* K12 described above produced a vaccine which appeared effective in tests in rhesus monkeys (Formal et al., *Infect. Immun.* (1984) 46:465-469). See also Formal et al., *Infect Immun.* (1981) 34:746-750 wherein *S. sonnei* O-antigen genes were introduced into *S. typhi* strain 21a.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Live vaccines are provided for vaccinating a host against a pathogenic microorganism, particularly bacteria, as well as serving as carriers for immunogens of other pathogens, particularly microorganisms, including viruses, prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The live vaccines are prepared by producing auxotrophic mutants of a pathogenic strain, wherein normally at least one, usually two or more, biosynthetic pathways are blocked, so that the bacterial mutant requires for proliferation at least one and preferably two or more nutrients which are normally not available in the host in the amount required by the microorganism.

The auxotrophic mutation is a result of a genetic change in a structural gene, which changes cannot be repaired by any single step. Such genetic changes include deletion and/or inversion of a polynucleotide segment of the gene, particularly where an inversion occurs immediately adjacent to an inserted foreign nucleotide sequence in the gene. For the purposes of the invention, these changes will be referred to as "non-reverting mutations". Normally, the non-reverting mutation will not affect the antigenic constitution of the pathogenic microorganism, and in particular, will not alter its surface antigens, some of which may be important determinants of pathogenicity. The resulting auxotrophic mutants have substantially zero probability of reversion, while having the same, or substantially the same, immunogenic characteristics as the virulent strain so as to produce an effective immunogenic response.

In particular, auxotrophic mutants are obtained by employing a virulent strain desirably having a genetic marker allowing its selection and creating at least one non-reverting mutation in one or more gene(s), so as to produce a complete block in biosynthesis of one or more essential metabolite(s) which are
not normally available in vertebrate tissues. By isolating the mutant and screening for inability to revert, lack of virulence and immunizing ability when used as live vaccines, strains useful for live vaccines may be obtained.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS**

Vaccines prepared from live, non-virulent microorganisms are provided which are particularly useful in vaccinating vertebrate hosts susceptible to disease from corresponding pathogenic microorganisms. The non-virulent microorganisms, particularly bacteria, can serve as carriers for antigens for other pathogens, so as to produce a multiple immunogenic response and promote humoral and/or cellular protection from two or more pathogens. The microorganisms are auxotrophic, having a non-reverting, non-leaky block in at least one, usually a plurality of biosynthetic pathways causing a requirement for nutrient(s) not available in the animal to be vaccinated in amounts sufficient to allow multiplication of the microorganism. Thus, the vaccine strains may be grown on media supplemented with nutrient(s), and when introduced to the host will continue to live (until eliminated by the host's immune response), but will be unable to proliferate.

The non-reverting block is created by introducing a mutation into a gene encoding an enzyme dispensably needed for a particular step in a biosynthetic pathway. Since the product of the pathway is unavailable in the host to be vaccinated, the microorganism will be unable to proliferate even though it is alive and retains its native antigenic characteristics. The mutation is non-reverting because restoration of normal gene function can occur only by random coincidental occurrence of more than one event, each such event being very infrequent.
In the case of a deletion, mutation restoration of genetic information would require many coincidental random nucleotide insertions, in tandem, to restore the lost genetic information. In the case of an insertion plus inversion, restoration of gene function would require coincidence of precise deletion of the inserted sequence and precise re-inversion of the adjacent inverted sequence, each of these events having an exceedingly minute, undetectably low, frequency of occurrence. Thus, each of the two sorts of "non-reverting" auxotrophic mutations has a substantially zero probability of reverting to prototrophy.

While a single non-reverting block provides a high degree of security against possible reversion to virulence, there still remain events which, while unlikely, have a finite probability of occurrence. Opportunities for reversion exist where microorganisms exist in the host which may transfer by conjugation the genetic capability to the non-virulent organism. Alternatively, there may be a cryptic alternative biosynthetic pathway which by rare mutation or under stress could become operative. Thirdly, a nutrient administered to the host may serve as the necessary metabolite resulting in pathogen proliferation and virulence. It is therefore of some interest to develop live microorganism vaccines with two separate and unrelated pathway blocks, which will be viable and reasonably long lived in the host, provide a strong immune response upon administration to the host, and serve as a carrier for antigens of other pathogens to provide immune protection from such pathogens.

In addition to the auxotrophic mutations which prevent multiplication in the vaccinated animal, it is desirable that the microorganism for use as live vaccine have one or more genetic "marker characters" making it easily distinguishable from other microorganisms of the same species, either wild strains or other
live vaccine strains. Conveniently, the marker may be a nutritional requirement, such as a histidine requirement. Such markers are useful in distinguishing the vaccine strain from wild type strains, particularly when a vaccinated patient succumbs to infection as a result of exposure before the vaccine immunity had been established.

After manipulating the microorganism so as to introduce one or more non-reverting mutations into some members of the population, the microorganisms are grown under conditions facilitating isolation of the auxotrophic mutants, either under conditions under which such mutants have a selective advantage over parental bacteria or under conditions allowing their easy recognition from unaltered bacteria or mutants of other types. The isolated auxotrophic mutants are cloned and screened for virulence, inability to revert and ability to protect the host from a virulent pathogenic strain.

The subject method for preparing the vaccines and the vaccines have a large number of advantages over prior vaccines. As contrasted with other vaccines, the subject invention provides for the exact cause of the loss of virulence. Unlike other live vaccine strains which are non-virulent because of alteration of lipo-polysaccharide character, the subject vaccines will be substantially unaltered in O antigenic character, as well as other surface antigens which may have relevance to virulence and immunity, such as the major outer membrane proteins. Thus, the subject vaccines would stimulate production of anti-O antibodies which are known to be important components in the immunity obtainable by vaccination. The subject strains should be able to persist in the host for extended periods of time, usually weeks, to enhance the effectiveness of the immunizing effect by continuous stimulation of the host immune system until the host immune system has cleared all the organisms. The auxotrophic mutants
having non-reverting, non-leaky mutations will have substantially zero likelihood of reverting to virulence. In view of the fact that the non-virulence depends upon the absence of relevant metabolites in host tissues and not on any host cellular function, the subject strains will be non-virulent even in immuno-deficient hosts.

Among bacteria, the subject invention is particularly applicable to a wide variety of Salmonella strains, more particularly of groups A, B, or D, which includes most species which are specific pathogens of particular vertebrate hosts. Illustrative of the Salmonella causing disease for which live vaccines can be produced are S. typhimurium; S. typhi; S. abortus-ovi; S. abortus-equii; S. dublin; S. gallinarum; S. pullorum; as well as others which are known or may be discovered to cause infections in mammals.

Other organisms for which the subject invention may also be employed include Shigella, particularly S. flexneri and S. sonnei; Haemophilus, particularly H. influenzae, more particularly type b; Bordetella, particularly B. pertussis; Neisseria, particularly N. meningitidis and N. gonorrhoeae; Pasteuralla, particularly P. multocida and Yersinia, particularly Y. pestis.

The vaccines can be used with a wide variety of domestic animals, as well as man. Included among domestic animals which are treated by vaccines today or could be treated, if susceptible to bacterial diseases, are chickens, cows, pigs, horses, goats, and sheep, to name the more important domestic animals.

In preparing the live vaccines, one chooses a strain of the pathogen which desirably has a marker for distinguishing the auxotrophic mutant to be produced from other members of the strain. Alternatively, such a marker can be introduced into the vaccine strain. Various markers can be employed, such as resistance to
antibiotic or synthetic antibacterial drug, a block in a biosynthetic pathway causing requirement for an amino acid, e.g., histidine, or the like. The limitation on the particular marker is that it should not affect the immunogenic character of the microorganism, nor should it interfere with the processing of the microorganism to produce the live vaccine. The marker will alter the phenotype to allow for recognition of the subject microorganism.

The subject organism will then be processed to provide one or more non-reverting mutations. Each non-reverting mutation will involve a polynucleotide of greater than five nucleotides, preferably a polynucleotide of at least ten nucleotides, and will block at least one, preferably a plurality of biosynthetic pathways, normally two or more. The mutations may be deletions, insertions, or inversions, or combinations thereof. The blocked biosynthetic pathways should not be involved in the production of the antigens involved with the microorganisms' virulence, nor the host's immune response to infection by the microorganism. Various techniques can be employed for introducing deletions or insertion inversions, so as to achieve a microorganism having the desired "non-leaky" non-reverting biosynthetic pathway blocks.

The choice of gene will be governed by the ability to mutate the gene without destroying the viability of the microorganism; the essential nature of the product expressed by the gene; and the unlikely presence of the product in the intended host. The blocked gene must prevent production of an enzyme required in the biosynthetic pathway of a metabolite necessary for multiplication, but not otherwise necessary for viability. Genes of particular interest include several of the aro genes, such as aroA, aroB, aroD, and aroE; pab which is involved in the production of p-aminobenzoic acid; and the pur genes which are
involved in the conversion of inosinemonophosphate to
adenosinemonophosphate, causing requirement for adenine
or an adenine compound.

One technique for producing a non-reverting
biosynthetic pathway block is the employment of trans-
locatable elements, in particular transposons.
Transposons are segments of double-stranded DNA, made
up of some thousands of nucleotides, and normally com-
prising a gene for resistance to an antibiotic or other
antibacterial drug, together with genes which can
effect the insertion of a copy of the transposon at any
of very many different sites in the DNA of the bacter-
ium housing the transposon. Insertion of a transposon
into a gene which specifies the amino acid sequence of
an enzymatically active protein causes complete loss of
ability to synthesize that protein in active form.
However, the whole transposon is, at a low frequency
(for instance, $10^{-8}$/bacterium/generation) deleted or
excised from the gene into which it was inserted, this
gene in consequence being restored to its original
state, so that it again specifies an enzymatically
active protein. Such precise excision of a transposon
causes loss of the resistance to the antibiotic or
other antibacterial agent, which resulted from the
action of the resistance gene of the transposon.

In addition to precise excision, loss of
resistance conferred by the transposon occurs also by
other kinds of events which are much more frequent than
precise excision and do not result in reconstitution of
the original form of the gene, thus not resulting in
restoration of the lost gene function. Two kinds of
such event result in production of a non-reverting non-
functional form of the gene into which the transposon
was inserted: one event is deletion of a segment of
DNA comprising the whole or a part of the transposon,
including its resistance gene, and a segment of DNA
extending to one side of the site of insertion, thus
extending into, sometimes entirely through, part of the gene into which the transposon was inserted, to one side of the site of insertion; the other event is deletion of a part of the transposon and simultaneous inversion of a DNA segment which includes genetic material extending to one side from the site of the original insertion, i.e., part or the whole of the portion of the affected gene to one side of the site of the original insertion. Restoration of the affected gene to its original state can then occur only by precise deletion of the remaining part of the transposon together with re-inversion of exactly the inverted DNA segment, i.e., by the coincidental occurrence of two events each of which is expected to be exceedingly infrequent, probably undetectably rare.

The consequence of either of these two kinds of event, deletion or deletion plus inversion, occurring in a bacterium with a transposon insertion in a gene specifying a biosynthetic enzyme is to change the transposon containing antibiotic-resistant auxotrophic bacterium with a genetic lesion causing an enzyme defect, which though complete is liable to rare reversion, to an antibiotic-sensitive bacterium with the same enzyme defect as before, absent the intact transposon, and now no longer subject to correction by rare reversion events. Thus, when the transposon is inserted into a gene specifying an enzyme used in a biosynthetic pathway leading to a metabolite or metabolites essential to the bacterium for multiplication but nonavailable in its vertebrate host, the final result is a bacterial strain with a complete and non-reverting mutation causing non-virulence.

Isolation of auxotrophic mutants can be facilitated by use of penicillin to kill non-auxotrophic bacteria and so increase the proportion of nutritionally exacting mutants in the population. Once a mutant
with the desired auxotrophic character has been isolated, a large population of the mutant can be screened for presence of any descendants able to grow without the relevant metabolite, thus testing the probability of reversion of the mutation; this test is made more rigorous if the population is first exposed to a mutagenic agent or agents capable of inducing a wide variety of mutational changes, i.e., base substitutions, frameshifts, etc. Furthermore, if a recombination system is available, a mutant with a deletion of a segment of a gene covering the sites of two or more point mutants can be recognized by the absence of wild-type recombinants, when the deletion mutant is crossed with each of the point mutants in question. In these ways, one can assure that the auxotrophic mutant investigated is almost certainly a result of deletion, rather than of point mutation.

A general transducing phage, such as phage P1, able to adsorb to bacteria of a wide range of genera (if necessary after appropriate genetic modification of their lipopolysaccharide character, to provide the necessary ability to adsorb this phage) can be used to transduce a non-functional biosynthetic gene, such as an aro or pur gene inactivated by insertion of a transposon or otherwise, from its original host to a pathogenic bacterial strain of a different species or genus, wherein it will have some probability of incorporation into the chromosome, therefore replacing the homologous wild-type gene, to produce an auxotrophic transductant. However, the frequency of such replacement is likely to be much reduced by the incomplete base-sequence homology of corresponding genes in bacteria of different genera. DNA-mediated transformation or bacterial conjugation can similarly be used to transfer an aro, pur or other biosynthetic gene inactivated by transposon insertion or otherwise into bacteria of species or genera different from that of the original strain,
to yield auxotrophic bacteria now non-virulent because of requirement for a metabolite not available in vertebrae host, and unable to revert to prototrophy due to the presence of either a deletion or insertion-inversion.

Conjugation may also be employed involving conjugal crossing of a virulent strain with a non-virulent but amenable strain having the desired non-reverting mutated gene. By employing an Hfr or F' strain with an F' virulent strain, transfer of the mutated gene to the virulent strain can occur with recombination resulting in the replacement of the wild gene by the mutated gene. One would then select for the auxotroph as described previously.

The use of a transducing phage, DNA-mediated transformation, and/or conjugation may also be employed to successively introduce two or more independently mutated genes into a single host strain to be used as the vaccine. The presence of two completely independent mutations, each of which has an extremely low probability of reversion, provides almost absolute assurance that the vaccine strain cannot become virulent. In the Experimental section, the construction of two such double mutations (aroA', purA') using transducing phase P22 to transfer the independent mutations in Salmonella is described. Also described is the production of an aroD' mutation of Shigella using transducing phage P1.

In accordance with the subject invention, the vaccines are produced by introducing a non-reverting mutation in at least one gene, where each mutation is of a sufficient number of bases in tandem to insure a substantially zero probability of reversion and assurance of the non-expression of each mutated gene, in the sense of its total inability to determine production of an enzymically active protein. In addition, each gene chosen will be involved in at least one, and preferably...
at least two, biosynthetic pathways to produce metabolites which are either infrequently present in the host or completely absent. The type of gene and number chosen will result in the likelihood that a host for the vaccine will provide the necessary nutrients for proliferation will have a probability approximating zero. These requirements have been shown to be fulfilled by the aroA and purA genes of Salmonella, particularly typhimurium dublin and typhi, so that these genes are preferred, although other genes, as previously indicated, may also serve as the site for the non-reverting mutation.

In the case of transduction, the transposon has a marker which allows for selection of the transduced microorganism. For example, if the transposon provides resistance to a biostat or biocide e.g. antibiotic, by grown the transduced microorganism in a nutrient medium containing the bioactive agent, one selects for the transduced microorganism in a nutrient medium containing the bioactive agent, one selects for the transductant strain. One can then employ other techniques, as will be described below, to select for members of the transductant strain which undergo excision of all or part of the transposon where the transposon carries with it a portion of the gene into which it had been integrated or results in an inversion of a portion of the gene.

In order to isolate the auxotrophic strain, whether produced by transduction, mutagenesis, transformation or other means, it is desirable to provide selective pressure to the treated virulent strain to enhance the proportion of the desired auxotrophic strain. One technique is to employ a drug, e.g. a penicillin, which is only lethal to bacteria which are multiplying. By employing a nutrient medium which does not provide one or more of the metabolic products required by the auxotrophic strain due to the mutation
introduced above, the auxotrophic strain will be
inhibited from multiplying, while the virulent parent
strain will multiply and so be killed by the penicil-
lin. Normally, at least about 99% of the bacteria are
killed and less than 100%, so that the surviving about
0.05 to 1% of the original bacteria have a greatly
enhanced concentration of the auxotrophic strain. One
can then grow the surviving bacteria in a supplemented
medium which will allow for multiplication of the auxo-
trophic strain and repeat the penicillin killing
process until one can isolate the auxotroph from a
single colony and establish the complete absence of any
of the virulent parent strain.

The resulting auxotrophic strain will be a
non-virulent live vaccine, having the desired immuno-
genicity, in that the deletion will not affect the
production of the antigens which trigger the natural
immune response of the host. At the same time, the
deletion results in a non-virulent live vaccine,
incapable of growing in the host and incapable of
reverting to a virulent strain.

Two particularly valuable strains of
Salmonella having aroA deletion were prepared generally
as follows. A characterized Salmonella strain was
exposed to a transducing phage grown on a different
Salmonella strain which was aroA554::Tn10 and selection
made for increased resistance to tetracycline.
Tetracycline resistant aromatic-dependent transductants
were incubated on Bochner medium. Mutants growing well
on this medium were then picked and screened for
inability to revert to aromatic independence, indicat-
ing a deletion or deletion-inversion mutation in
aroA. The transductants may be screened employing mice
and a strain which is non-virulent and provides protec-
tion against inoculation with a virulent strain
selected. As a matter of convenience, one may intro-
duce a marker, for example auxotrophy, to provide a
specific nutritional requirement, which then allows a rapid determination of whether there has been revertancy in the event a host contracts *Salmonella* at the time of a subsequent vaccination with the vaccine prepared in accordance with this invention. The construction of *aroA*-, *purA*-* Salmonella* strains is also described in the Experimental section.

An attack of *Shigella*-induced bacillary dysentery confers protection against later attack by *Shigella* of the species which caused the original attack, but may not protect against disease caused by *Shigella* of a different species. The methods used with *Shigella flexneri* are also applicable to other important species, that is *Shigella dysenteriae* type 1, which causes the most severe disease and is a major cause of mortality in many parts of the world, and *Shigella sonnei*, the most common cause of disease in developed countries, a relatively minor disease but a great nuisance.

An exemplary *Shigella* group live-vaccine strain was to be produced using *Shigella flexneri*. *Shigella flexneri* strains are assigned to serotypes by their O antigen structure. The oligosaccharide repeating unit of the polysaccharide chain of the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of the bacterial surface (whose structure determines O antigen constitution) consists of a basic four-sugar unit, identical in all serotypes (except serotype 6). In type Y, there are no additions to the basic unit, but in each of the other serotypes, one or two units of glucose or acetyl are attached at points which differ by serotype. These modifications of the basic unit are determined by prophages (latent bacterial viruses) carried by strains of types other than type Y. A strain of type Y can be converted to any of the other types including 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b and 5 by making it lysogenic with the appropriate bacteriophage(s).
The administration of a *Shigella flexneri* live vaccine to soldiers in Yugoslavia was reported to reduce the incidence of dysentery due to strains of the same serotype as the vaccine strain but not to affect the incidence of disease due to other serotypes (i.e., protection appeared to be type-specific). The present live vaccine strain, SFL114, has therefore been constructed from a parent strain of type Y so that it can, if necessary, be converted to serotype 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 5, or other by lysogenization with appropriate phage.

Nearly all recent isolates of *Shigella* were resistant to several antibiotics, and most strains tested for modification for a vaccine strain of the present invention failed to grow, or grew only very slowly on simple, chemically defined media, that is media of chemically defined compositions. However, preferably, a live-vaccine strain should be sensitive to all antibiotics and synthetic antibacterials which were active against strains of *Shigella* isolated before the antibiotic era. Furthermore, for convenience in determining nutritional character, a strain used as parent of auxotrophic derivatives should have simple nutritional requirments.

A *Shigella* sp. strain to be used as a live vaccine should be able to invade human cells, since non-invasive strains, though non-virulent, have been observed to be ineffective as live vaccines. The invasive property of a strain depends upon its possession of the "invasiveness" plasmid, which in *Shigella flexneri* is of size about 140 Md. The presence of this plasmid can be determined by the ability of the bacteria to bind the dye when grown on an appropriate medium containing Congo Red (Congo Red positive) and from presence of a plasmid producing a DNA band of the appropriate size.
A Shigella sp. strain to be used as a live vaccine though able to invade human cells must be unable to proliferate therein, or able to proliferate only for a very few generations, since unrestricted multiplication results in disease. Strains able to cause dysentery in man or monkey produce keratoconjunctivitis when instilled into the conjunctival sac of guinea pigs (a reaction termed a positive Sereny test). A strain to be used as live vaccine should therefore be Congo Red positive and Sereny-negative.

Shigella flexneri live-vaccine strains of this invention are constructed as follows. A complete block, preferably irreversible, is obtained in a biosynthetic pathway leading to a metabolite which the bacteria must obtain in order to be able to multiply but which is not available (or not available at sufficient concentration) in host tissues. Such a block can be procured by a variety of methods, including spontaneous or mutagen-induced mutagenesis; or by the introduction of a previously characterized non-reverting mutation by genetic transfer from a related organism by any of several methods; or by the in vitro manipulation of a cloned bybiosynthesis gene, followed by its introduction into the chromosome of the Shigella sp. strain. Conveniently, a block is produced by insertion of a transposon in a gene whose function is essential for the biosynthetic pathway in question. The transposon confers a selectable property, such as resistance to an antibiotic. A Shigella strain with a suitable transposon inserted in an appropriate gene may be obtained either by transposon mutagenesis of the strain, with selection for a transposon-determined marker such as antibiotic resistance or the like. The resultant bacteria are screened to detect auxotrophs produced by insertion of the transposon in a gene of the biosynthetic pathway concerned. More conveniently, the wild-type biosynthesis gene of the Shigella sp.
strain is replaced by the corresponding gene of another strain of the same or a related species, by transduction, or some other process of genetic transfer, where the corresponding gene is already inactivated by transposon insertion. Cells having the transposon-determined resistance character are selected.

A Shigella strain with an appropriate transposon-determined auxotrophic character, if Sereny-negative and Congo-Red-positive, is non-virulent and effective as a live vaccine in man. However, such a strain might, at least in theory, lose its new auxotrophix character and so regain virulence by the uncommon event of "clean excision" of the transposon insertion. This possibility can be eliminated by isolation of a mutant which has lost the transposon-determined resistance character by a secondary transposon-generated deletion-inversion or deletion mutation extending beyond the transposon into or through the coding region of the biosynthesis gene itself. Secondary mutants in which the whole or a substantial portion of the coding region has been deleted can be identified, amongst such antibiotic-sensitive mutants, by their failure to bind a probe consisting of the corresponding DNA sequence of the wild-type gene. Secondary mutants with inversions affecting the coding region can also be identified by probing, though less simply.

A strain of Shigella flexneri with a transposon-inactivated aroD gene, causing requirement for aromatic metabolites including p-aminobenzoic acid and therefore nonvirulent, was constructed generally as follows. An aromatic-dependent derivative of Shigella flexneri strain Y234-79 was obtained by transduction with selection for tetracycline-resistance. The transducing lysate used, G2272, was phage Pl Cm C-ts obtained by thermal induction of a lysogenic derivative of strain NK5131, which is a tetracycline-resistant
derivative of *E. coli* K-12 which is aromatic-dependent because of an insertion of transposon Tn10 affecting gene *aroD*.

The transduction yielded tetracycline-resistant clones found aromatic-dependent. One such clone, found Congo-Red-positive, was designated SFL114. Strain SFL114 retained smooth character as shown by agglutination by monoclonal anti-Y antibody, has the 140 Md plasmid and invades HeLa and Hep-2 cells in culture about as efficiently as its parent, Y234-79. However, clone SFL114 did not produce keratoconjunctivitis in any of 11 guinea-pigs tested which indicated that this strain would be non-virulent.

Strain SFL114 in the form in which it was isolated can, in theory, revert to aromatic independence and, thus, virulence by the rare event of "clean excision" of the transposon, although efforts to demonstrate such reversion have failed. Therefore, a series of tetracycline-sensitive mutants of SFL114 which resulted from transposon-generated deletion or deletion-inversion mutations extending from within the transposon through at least its tetracycline-resistance genes and, in some of the mutants, into DNA of the gene in which Tn10 is inserted (in this case *aroD*) were isolated. These tetracycline-sensitive mutants were screened for the ability to bind a DNA probe which included all except the 75 N-terminal base pairs of the coding region of gene *aroD* of *E. coli*. This screening showed that some of the isolates failed to bind the probe, indicating a deletion which extended through all or nearly all of the coding region of the *aroD* gene. Those clones therefore have total inability to revert to *aroD*. Such a strain is as effective as a live vaccine as its parent, SFL114, but entirely safe in respect of reversion. The construction of those strains is described in detail in the Experimental section.
To provide for presentation of antigens of species other than the non-virulent host, one or more genes coding for the desired antigens, or for enzymes for synthesis of the desired antigen(s), may be introduced into the host as expression cassettes. By expression cassette is intended transcriptional and translational initiation and termination regions bordering the structural genes of interest with the structural genes under the regulatory control of such regions, that is, properly spaced and being 5' and 3' to the structural gene, respectively. Where bacterial or bacteriophage structural genes are involved, the natural or wild-type regulatory regions will usually, but not always, suffice. With structural genes from eukaryotes (including viruses) and occasionally with prokaryotes, the structural genes will be joined to regulatory regions recognized by the bacterial host.

The expression cassette may be a construct or may be or form part of a naturally-occurring plasmid such as the plasmid encoding the enzymes for production of the O-specific part of the LPS of Shigella sonnei. If the expression cassette is a construct, it may be joined to a replication system for episomal maintenance or may be introduced into the bacterium under conditions for recombination and integration. The construct will normally be joined to a marker, e.g., a structural gene and regulatory regions providing for antibiotic resistance or complementation in an auxotrophic host, so that the expression vector will usually include a replication system, e.g., plasmid or viral, one or more markers and the expression cassette of the structural gene of interest.

Structural genes of interest may come from diverse sources, such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, protozoa, metazoan parasites or the like. The structural genes may encode envelope proteins, capsid proteins, surface proteins, toxins, such as exotoxins or
enterotoxins, or the genes of interest may specify proteins, enzymes or other proteins needed for synthe-
thesis of a polysaccharide or oligosaccharide antigen or for modification of a saccharide-containing antigen,
such as LPS, of the host bacterial strain, or for synthesis of a polypeptide antigen, such as the capsular antigen of Bacillus anthracis. These genes may be isolated in conventional ways employing probes where at least a partial amino acid or nucleic acid sequence is known, using Western blots for detection of expression, using λgt11 for expression of fused proteins for obtaining probes, identification of the antigen by reaction of transconjugant bacterial colonies with antibody and detecting complex formation, e.g., agglu-
tination, etc.

Specific genes of interest include those specifying the heat-labile and heat-stable enterotoxins of enterotoxigenic E. coli or Vibrio cholerae strains, HBsAg, surface, envelope or capsid proteins of
T. cruzi, B. pertussis, Streptococci, e.g., S. pneumoniae, Haemophilus, e.g., H. influenzae, Neisseria,
e.g., N. meningitidis, Pseudomonas, e.g., P. aerugi-
nosa, Pasteurella, Versinia, Chlamydia, Rickettsia,
adenovirus, astrovirus, arenavirus, coronavirus, herpes
virus, myxovirus, paramyxovirus, papovavirus, parvo-
virus, picornavirus, poxvirus, reovirus, retrovirus, rhabdovirus, rotavirus, togavirus, etc., or the genes specifying the enzymes needed for synthesis of poly-
saccharide antigens, e.g., Meningococcus capsular poly-
saccharide, or for modification of the oligo- or poly-
saccharide antigen of the bacterial host strain.

The construct or vector may be introduced into the host strain by any convenient means such as conjugation, e.g., F+ or Hfr strain, transformation, e.g., Ca precipitated DNA, transfection, transduction, etc. Modified hosts may then be selected on selective medium employing the phenotype of the marker.
The subject vaccines may be used in a wide variety of vertebrates. The subject vaccines will find particular use with mammals such as man and domestic animals. Domestic animals include bovine, ovine, porcine, equine, caprine, domestic fowl, Leporidate e.g., rabbits, or other animal which may be held in captivity or may be a vector for a disease affecting a domestic vertebrate.

The manner of application of the vaccine may be varied widely, any of the conventional methods for administering a live vaccine being applicable. These include oral application, on a solid physiologically acceptable base, or in a physiologically acceptable dispersion, parenterally, by injection, or the like. The dosage of the vaccine (number of bacteria, number of administrations) will depend on route of administration and will vary according to the species to be protected. For mice, of weight 15-20g, a single dose of about $3 \times 10^5$ live bacteria of a non-reverting aro<sup>−</sup> vaccine strain of S. typhimurium, given in a volume of 0.2ml in saline by intraperitoneal injection, appears both safe and effective, as judged by the result of later parenteral challenge with virulent S. typhi-
murium. Mice have also been given about $3 \times 10^7$ live bacteria of the same strain in bread cubes moistened with 0.1ml of broth culture provided after six hours deprivation of other food. This dose proved harmless and was found to provide immune protection. Observations on vaccinated calves suggest that administration of live bacteria of the same strain by intramuscular injection or by feeding in doses a thousandfold greater than used for mice are safe and may be appropriate. One or more additional administrations may be provided as booster doses, usually at convenient intervals such as two to three weeks.
The formulations for the live vaccines may be varied widely, desirably the formulation providing an enhanced immunogenic response. The live vaccine may be provided on a sugar or bread cube in buffered saline, in a physiologically acceptable oil vehicle, or the like.

The following examples are offered by way of illustration and not by way of limitation.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**SALMONELLA**

**Construction of aro- Strains**

A live vaccine derived from a *Salmonella typhimurium* was prepared as follows. As the parent strain, a mouse-virulent *S. typhimurium* SL4522 was employed which is a descendant of a "wild" *S. typhi-

murium* strain M7471 of the *S. typhimurium* subgroup called FIRN (Morgenroth and Duguid, Gent. Res. (1968), 11:151-169). This subgroup is defined by its inability to ferment rhamnose or inositol and failure to produce type 1 pili or fimbriae. Strain M7471 was given a colicin factor or plasmid, ColEl-K30, by conjugation, then made, by successive exposures to a mutagen, maltose-negative, leucine-requiring and cystine-requiring followed by being made histidine-requiring by transducing in mutation hisC527 (an amber mutation). The genetic constitution of the starting strain, SL4522, is thus *S. typhimurium* M7471 (ColEl-K30) malB479 leu-1051 cysI1173 hisC527 (MacPhee et al., J. Gen. Microbiol. (1975) 87:1-10). This strain which retains its mouse virulence was reisolated from a mouse which had died from a small inoculum and the reisolate was designated SL3201.
S. typhimurium containing a transposon imparting tetracycline resistance and being present in gene aroA, designated as strain TT1455 and having genetic constitution S. typhimurium LT2 aroA554::Tn10, was employed as a source of the transposon employed in the subject preparation. This strain has been developed and is available from Dr. John Roth, Department of Biology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City and has been deposited at the ATCC with Deposit No. 33275. The insertion site of the transposon Tn10 is in gene aroA, which is located at position 19 on the linkage map and specifies the enzyme 3-enolpyruvylshikimate-5-phosphate synthetase. Strain TT1455 cannot grow on chemically defined media unless provided with the essential metabolites derived from chorismic acid, i.e. the aromatic amino acids tyrosine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan and two minor aromatic metabolites, p-aminobenzoate, needed as a precursor of folic acid, and 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid, as a precursor of the iron-chelating compound enterobactin (enterochelin).

For the transduction, a high-transducing mutant, HT105/1 (Schmiger, Mol. Gen. Genet. (1972) 119:75-88) of the general transducing phage P22 was employed having an additional mutation int, hindering lysogenization and facilitating preparation of high-titer phage stocks. In accordance with conventional techniques, this phage was grown on strain TT1455; the resulting lysate, after removal of all bacteria by centrifugation was further treated by membrane filtration. A plate of nutrient agar (Oxoid blood agar base No. 2, code CM55) supplemented with tetracycline, (25 μg/ml) was flood-inoculated with a broth culture of the recipient strain SL3201; drops of the phage lysate, volume approximately 0.01ml, were applied to the plate and the plates were incubated at 37° for about 18 hours. After incubation, each drop-area showed many large (approximately 2mm diameter) colonies of tetra-
cycline-resistant "complete" transductants (also many very small colonies of abortive transductants), whereas the agar between the drops showed no growth. Two tetracycline-resistant transductant clones were obtained, re-isolated from single colonies and tested to confirm freedom from phage P22, and were then designated strains SL3217 and SL3218. They showed the expected phenotype in requiring for growth provision of tyrosine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, p-aminobenzoate and 2,3-dihydroxybenzoate. The strains SL3217 and SL3218 showed the expected loss of mouse-virulence, provided that they were grown in the presence of tetracycline, to prevent accumulation of aromatic-independent revertants.

The isolation of tetracycline-sensitive variants is facilitated by the fact that tetracycline, at appropriate concentrations, prevents multiplication of tetracycline-sensitive bacteria, but does not kill them, whereas penicillin kills multiplying bacteria but spares non-multiplying bacteria. The technique of penicillin selection was used for isolation of tetracycline-sensitive variants from the arcoA::Tn10 strain SL3218. The strain was first grown in broth without tetracycline to a concentration of approximately 9 x 10^8 cfu/ml; this culture was then diluted 1:10 into broth containing tetracycline, 5 μg/ml, and the diluted culture incubated at 37° with aeration for 75 min.; ampicillin, 2.5 μg/ml, was added and incubation with shaking was continued for 290 min.; the culture was then held at room temperature without shaking overnight. Surviving bacteria were washed on a membrane filter to remove ampicillin, and then plated on an indicator medium containing dyes and a very low concentration of tetracycline. On this medium, tetracycline-sensitive bacteria produce small, dark colonies, whereas tetracycline-resistant bacteria produce large pale colonies. The ampicillin treatment reduced the
number of viable bacteria by about $10^{-5}$. Six of 386 survivor colonies tested proved to be tetracycline-sensitive. Two such isolants, designated SL3235 and SL3236 were shown to resemble their parent strain SL3218 in nutritional character, but to differ from it not only by their tetracycline-sensitivity, but also by their failure to produce any aromatic independent revertants in tests which would have detected reversion at a frequency of one in $10^{11}$/bacterium/generation.

One of these strains, SL3235, when used as live vaccine in mice and calves, showed no reversion to aromatic independence of virulence. Another non-reverting $\text{aro}^-$ vaccine strain was prepared from S2357/65, a Salmonella typhimurium strain known from experiments elsewhere to be highly virulent for calves. Strain S2357/65 is prototrophic: to provide a marker character it was made by transduction first $\text{hisD8557}:\text{Tn10}$ (therefore phenotypically with a histidine requirement not satisfied by histidinol, and tetracycline-resistant), then by a second transduction made $\text{hisD}^+ \text{hisG46}$ (thus phenotypically with requirement for histidine or histidinol, and tetracycline-sensitive). This derivative, SL323, was shown to cause fatal infection when fed to a calf. The calf-passage strain, labeled SL344, was next made $\text{aroA544}:\text{Tn10}$ by transduction from TTL455, as described above; the $\text{hisG46 aroA544}:\text{Tn10}$ strain so obtained was labeled SL346. A tetracycline-sensitive mutant, still aromatic-requiring but now unable to revert to aromatic independence, was next isolated from SL346 by a new method, i.e., selection on nutrient agar containing chlortetracycline, 50 $\mu$g/ml, added before autoclaving, and fusaric acid, 12 $\mu$g/ml, added after autoclaving. This medium prevents or at least greatly retards growth of tetracycline-resistant bacteria but allows good growth of tetracycline-sensitive bacteria. Both this strain and two $\text{aroA}:\text{Tn10}$ strains, SL3217 and SL3218 grown with tetracycline, to prevent
accumulation of tetracycline-sensitive $\text{aro}^+$, therefore virulent, revertants have been shown to be effective as live vaccine when administered to mice by intraperitoneal route. (i) Experiments with strains SL3217 and SL3218: CV1 mice given ca. $2 \times 10^5$ live vaccine-strain bacteria, i.p.: challenge two months later with $2 \times 10^6$ bacteria (i.e. more than 20,000 LD50) of virulent S. typhimurium strain SL3201, i.p.: no deaths in two months' observation. (ii) CBA/N x DBA/LN $F_1$ female mice given $10^6$ or $10^5$ live-vaccine strain SL3235, i.p.: challenged five weeks later with $10^6$ bacteria (ca. 100 LD50) of virulent S. typhimurium strain TML, o.p.: no deaths in fifteen days' observation. In other experiments, the stable $\text{aro}^-$ vaccine strain, SL3235, has been shown not to cause death (nor any obvious ill effects) when injected intraperitoneally even into mice exceptionally susceptible to Salmonella typhimurium infection, either in consequence of prior intravenous injection of macroparticulate silica, so as to destroy phagocytic function of macrophages, or in mice exceptionally susceptible because of a genetic defect in ability to respond to lipopolysaccharide, i.e., strain C3H/HeJ. A non-reverting aromatic-dependent derivative thus obtained, number SL3261, has been shown to be non-virulent for mice and calves, by parenteral or oral routes. In addition, a derivative of type $\text{aroA}::\text{Tn10}$, similarly derived by transduction from a calf-virulent strain of the bovine-pathogenic species, Salmonella dublin, has been shown to be non-virulent for mice; and $\text{aroA}::\text{Tn10}$ derivatives, presumably non-virulent, have been made by transduction from several recently isolated strains of the human pathogen, Salmonella typhi.

The $\text{aro}^-$ live-vaccine S. typhimurium SL1479 was prepared as follows. The parent strain was S. typhimurium UCD108-11 (Dr. Bradford Smith, University of California at Davis). A calf-passagead re-isolate of
strain UCD108-11 was assigned stock number SL1420 and characterized as being nutritionally non-exacting, resistant to various antibiotics including tetracycline and smooth but resistant to the O-specific general transducing phages, including P22. Strain SL1420 was exposed to a transducing phage grown on an aroA554::Tn10 strain of S. typhimurium and selection made for increased resistance to tetracycline, by plating on a nutrient agar medium with tetracycline (50 mg/ml). Representative transductants of increased tetracycline resistance, aromatic-dependent and unaltered in phage sensitivity pattern were selected and one chosen and designated as strain SL1421. The parent strain grew well on Bochner medium (Bochner et al., J. Bact. (1980) 143:926-933) suggesting that the tetracycline resistance was determined by a mechanism other than the resistance conferred by Tn10. Strain SL1421 grew poorly on Bochner medium allowing for selection of colonies developing on plates of Bochner medium supplemented with dihydroxybenzoic acid. One such variant was found to be aromatic-dependent and unaltered in phage pattern and did not yield aromatic-independent revertants at a detectable frequency (zero yield of Aro\textsuperscript{+} in a final population of approximately 9 x 10\textsuperscript{10} bacteria on plates of medium with a growth-limiting content of tryptophan). This mutant designated SL1452 was tested for virulence. Five BALB/c mice (males, age approximately 18 weeks old) each received about 3.5 x 10\textsuperscript{6} live bacteria of strain SL1452 by intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection.

The mice used were from a colony of the inbred line BALB/c, Caesarian-derived and barrier-maintained with a defined gut flora, in the Department of Radiology, Stanford University School of Medicine. The mice of this line have known high susceptibility to S. typhimurium infection and known inability to be protected against such infection by immunization with
heat-killed vaccine (Robson et al., J. Infect. Dis. (1972) 126:378-386). All survived to day 50 and looked well throughout.

To test the immunizing ability of strain SL1452, the five survivors of i.p. injection were challenged seven weeks after vaccination by i.p. injection of about 5 x 10^5 bacteria of strain SL1420 (virulent ancestor strain). Four control mice (not vaccinated) died on days 4, 4, 4, and 5 after challenge. One of the five vaccinated mice died by S. typhimurium infection and the other four vaccinated mice survived and looked well to day 14 after challenge.

A genetic "marker" character was then introduced into the vaccine strain SL1452 to allow for identification. Strain SL1452 was treated with a transducing phage grown on an S. typhimurium strain carrying hisD8557::Tn10 and selection made for increased tetracycline resistance. Representative transductants were found to be of the expected nutritional character, Aro^- HisD^- (i.e., a requirement for histidine not satisfied by histidinol). The selected transductant was designated strain SL1474. This strain was exposed to a transducing phage grown on a hisC527 line of S. typhimurium and selection was made on a defined medium with aromatics and with histidinol as the histidine source. Some transductants were still aromatic-dependent and histidine-requiring, but able to use histidinol in place of histidine (i.e., of the nutritional character expected from replacement of hisD::Tn10 hisC^+ of the recipient by hisD^+ hisC527 of the donor). One such transductant numbered SL1479 of constitution UCD108-111 aroA554::Tn10/DI hisC527 was employed for tests in calves (DI-deletion-inversion event).

Ten calves, aged two weeks, were given S. typhimurium live vaccine strain SL1479 by intramuscular (i.m.) injection, usually about 1.5 x 10^9 live bacteria
as their first vaccination. None of them lost appetite or became seriously ill and only one developed diarrhea. None gave a positive stool culture for Salmonella. Three calves, aged two weeks, were given approximately $1.5 \times 10^{11}$ live bacteria of strain SL1479 by mouth as their first vaccination. None of them lost appetite, but one developed diarrhea; all three gave positive stool cultures, as expected. Reactions to a second dose of live vaccine, by i.m. or oral route, were no more severe than to the first dose.

To test the protection conferred by vaccination, groups of calves aged five weeks, either non-vaccinated (controls) or vaccinated twice with live S. typhimurium SL1479 by i.m. or oral route, were challenged by oral administration of $1.5 \times 10^{11}$ live bacteria of a calf-virulent S. typhimurium strain, usually strain UCD108-111, but some calves were given strain SL1323.

All of 16 challenged control calves showed anorexia and depression; 15 had diarrhea and 14 died. Of seven calves which had had two doses of live vaccine by the i.m. route, three had diarrhea after challenge, two became anorectic and depressed and one died. The differences between control calves and those i.m. vaccinated in respect of death (14 of 16 versus 1 of 7) and of anorexia and depression (16 of 16 versus 2 of 7) are statistically significant ($p$[probability] - less than 0.001 for each comparison). Of three calves which had had two doses of SL1479 live vaccine by oral route, two had diarrhea after challenge and one was anorectic and depressed; none died. The differences between control and oral-vaccinated calves in respect of deaths (14 of 16 versus 0 of 3) and of anorexia and depression (16 of 16 versus 1 of 3) are statistically significant ($p$ less than 0.01 for each comparison).
The development of the *S. dublin* strain SL1438 substantially followed the procedure described for the *S. typhimurium* described above. The starting strain *S. dublin* S4454 (Dr. Clifford Wray, Central Veterinary Laboratory of the British Ministry of Agriculture, Weybridge, England) was found to be of the expected nutritional character (i.e., with an incomplete dependence on nicotinic acid, otherwise non-exacting), smooth, but resistant or only slightly sensitive to the general transducing O-specific phages P22, P22h, KBl and A3, and sensitive to all tested antibiotics, including tetracycline. The strain was assigned number SL1363 and was shown to be virulent by intraperitoneal injection at $4 \times 10^4$ live bacteria in BALB/c mice.

Strain SL1363 was exposed to transducing phage grown on *S. typhimurium* TT47 of genotype hisD8557::Tn10 and tetracycline-resistant transductants selected. A transductant of HisD− nutritional phenotype and of unaltered phage sensitivity pattern was selected and designated SL1365 and exposed to phage grown on *S. typhimurium* strain of genotype hisG46 hisD+. Transductants were selected on medium with histidinol as the only histidine source and a transductant selected of unaltered phage pattern and requiring either histidine or histidinol (i.e., hisD+ hisG46) and assigned label SL1367. When three BALB/c mice previously deprived of food for several hours were given about $3 \times 10^7$ bacteria of strain SL1367 on a cube of bread, all three died about seven days later. When the same strain was fed to a calf, it caused a rapidly fatal infection and a re-isolate was shown to be unaltered in nutritional phenotype. Strain SL1372 was then treated with phage grown on an aroA554::Tn10 strain of *S. typhimurium* and selection made for tetracycline resistance. A selected transductant which required aromatic supplements, as well as histidine and nicotinic acid, and an unaltered phage pattern was designated SL1437. Tetracycline-
sensitive mutants of strain SL1437 were selected by incubation on plates of Bochner medium, supplemented with 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid, so as to allow synthesis of enterobactin. A tetracycline-sensitive but still Aro⁻ variant was selected and assigned SL1438 and was shown not to produce aromatic-independent revertants at detectable frequency.

Strain SL1438 was given in different amounts to three groups of five mice i.p. from an overnight, 37°C, not-shaken broth culture. None of the vaccinated mice showed any apparent ill effects, even from 3 x 10⁶ bacteria, the largest dose given.

To test the immunizing ability of strain SL1438, the mice from the above experiment and also a control group of five non-vaccinated mice were challenged 30 days after vaccination by i.p. injection of 3 x 10⁵ bacteria of strain SL1372 (i.e., the virulent S. dublin strain made hisG46, re-isolated from a calf infected by feeding). The results compiled after 93 days of challenge, of the control, 5 of 5 died on days 4, 4, 5, 5 and 6. Of those vaccinated at a level of 3 x 10⁴, 3 of 5 died on days 5, 8 and 8, and 2 of 5 were sick but recovered. Of those vaccinated at a level of 3 x 10⁵, 2 of 5 died on days 7 and 13, and 3 of 5 looked sick but recovered. Of those vaccinated at a level of 3 x 10⁶, live bacteria of strain SL1438, 0 of 5 died and 5 looked well throughout. At the level of 3 x 10⁶, live bacteria of strain SL1438, a single i.p. dose was found to protect the highly susceptible strain of BALB/c mice.

Five-week-old calves were then employed, either being vaccinated or non-vaccinated as controls, to test the adequacy of the S. dublin strain SL1438 as a live vaccine. Vaccination was by two i.m. doses of 1.5 x 10⁹ of the bacteria of the subject strain. All the calves were then challenged by administration of 1.5 x 10¹⁰ bacteria of a calf-virulent S. dublin strain
SL1367. All three control calves died. None of the five vaccinated calves died.

Construction of aro<sup>-</sup> pur<sup>-</sup> Strains
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Transductional Procedure

Each of the several steps of transduction was effected by use of a "high-transducing" non-lysogenizing derivative of phage P22 (P22 HT105/1 int). This phage was propagated, by standard methods, on the S. typhimurium strain used as donor. The lysate used was bacteriologically sterile and had a titer, on P22-sensitive indicator strain S. typhimurium SL1027, of 3 x 10<sup>9</sup> at least plaque-forming units/ml. Transductants were obtained by the "drop-on-lawn" procedure, where plates of a medium selective for transductant phenotype were inoculated by flooding with a broth culture of the recipient strain, excess fluid was pipetted off, and the surface of the agar was allowed to dry by evaporation. Drops of phage lysate, neat and appropriately diluted, were then applied and allowed to dry, followed by incubation at 37°C.

Tetracycline-resistant transductants were selected on "Oxoid" blood agar base, code CM55, supplemented with 25 µg/ml tetracycline. For recipient strains deficient in aromatic biosynthesis, this medium was supplemented with 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DBA), to allow synthesis of enterobactin which is required for capture of ferric iron. For selection of transductants of altered nutritional character, a simple defined medium supplemented with tryptophan and cystine (requirements of wild-type S. typhi) was used.

The transduction plates were inspected after 1, 2, 3 and 4 days of incubation, and colonies appearing in the drop areas were picked and purified by streaking out and selection of discrete colonies on the same medium as that on which selection was made. In general, transductant colonies developed later, and in
much smaller numbers, e.g., by a factor of $10^3$, in crossovers in which the recipient was *S. typhi*, as compared with those in which it was *S. typhimurium*, like the donor. This presumably resulted from incomplete genetic homology of the genes of the *S. typhimurium* donor with the corresponding genes of the *S. typhi* recipient, greatly reducing the frequency of crossing-over events and so of integration of donor genes into recipient chromosome. Purified transductant clones were tested to insure that they were *S. typhi*, not aerial contaminants, and to confirm that they were of the phenotype being sought.

**Introduction of aroA deletion**

Introduction of the *aroA* deletion was effected by two steps of transduction. In the first step, the parent strain (CDC80-10) was treated with phage lysate G2077, which is phage P22HT 105/1 int grown on *S. typhimurium* strain TT472, which is *aroA* (*serC*) 1121: Tn10. Desired transductants would be expected to be tetracycline-resistant and auxotrophic, requiring both aromatic metabolites (because of loss of function of gene *aroA*) and serine plus pyridoxine (because of loss of function of gene *serC*) as a result of insertion of transposon Tn10 into the chromosome in the promoter-proximal part of the *serC*, *aroA* operon. After purification, tetracycline-resistant transductants were tested for nutritional character to see if they had acquired the expected requirements. The *aro~ serC~* transductant from the CDC10-80 parental strain was designated 511Ty.

The 510Ty, 511Ty transductants was used as a recipient in a second transduction using phage lysate G2013 grown on *S. typhimurium* SL5253, which has deletion DEL407 extending from within transposon Tn10 inserted at *aroA554*: Tn10 "rightwards" so as to remove the tetracycline-resistance gene of the transposon, one
of its two constituent IS10 elements, and the adjacent portion of gene aroA which includes the sites of aro point mutations 1, 89, 102, 55, 46, and 30, all of which can recombine with each other to produce aro\(^+\), and so define different sites in gene aroA. The desired transductants would be expected to have a deletion of part of aroA, but with normal serC function, therefore requiring aromatic metabolites but not serine or pyridoxine. Transductant clones found still exacting for aromatic metabolites but tetracycline-sensitive and not requiring serine or pyridoxine were inferred to have arisen by replacement of the aroA(serC)::Tn10 of the recipient by the serC\(^+\) aroA deletion of the donor. The transductant derived from 511Ty was designated 515Ty.

**Introduction of a Histidine Requirement as Marker**

The first donor strain used was strain SL5173, which is S. typhimurium hisD8557::Tn10 having Tn10 inserted in gene hisD and causing inability to effect the last step in histidine biosynthesis and a requirement for histidine not satisfied by provision of histidinol. Lysate G2023 from phage grown on strain SL5173 was applied to S. typhi strain 515Ty having the aroA deletion as described above. Tetracycline-resistant transductants were selected, and after purification, tested for nutritional character. A clone with a histidine requirement not satisfied by provision of histidinol was selected and designated 521Ty.

The transductant was then treated with phage lysate G1715 grown on S. typhimurium strain hisG46 having a mutation in a gene of the his (histidine-biosynthesis) operon other than hisD, thus providing a requirement for histidine which can be satisfied by provision of histidinol. Selection was made on defined medium supplemented with cystine and aromatic meta-
bolites, together with histidinol (100 μg/ml). A transductant requiring aromatic metabolites as well as either histidine or histidinol was designated 523Ty.
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Introduction of purA Deletion

Strains SL5475 and SL5505 are both S. typhimurium LT2 purA155Δ zjb-908::Tn10 derivatives of S. typhimurium strain LT2 having a deletion mutation purA and having transposon Tn10 inserted at a silent locus (zjb-908)::Tn10 when transducing phage P22 HT105/1 int grown on strain SL5475 or strain SL5505 is applied to a tetracycline-sensitive pur+ S. typhimurium recipient. Strain SL5475 was constructed by the standard method (Kleckner et al., J. Mol. Miol. (1977) 116:125) for procuring a transposon insertion at a chromosomal site close to a gene of interest as follows. Strain LT2 purA155 (known to have a deletion of part of gene purA) was treated with transducing phage grown on a pool of several thousand tetracycline-resistant clones, each resulting from an independent insertion of transposon Tn10 at some point in the chromosome of a wild-type strain of S. typhimurium. Several hundred tetracycline-resistant transductants thus evoked from strain purA155 were screened to detect any which had become purine-independent. One such clone was found and designated SL5464. It was believed to have incorporated a transduced chromosomal fragment including gene purA+ and an adjacent Tn10 insertion. By the convention which indicates approximate chromosomal location of insertions, this strain was labeled zjb-908::Tn10. A transducing phage lysate of strain SL5464 (LT2 purA+
zjb-908::Tn10) was next used to evoke tetracycline-resistant transductants from strain LT2 purA155. Of twelve tetracycline-resistant clones thus obtained, only three were purine-dependent like their parent. They were believed to result from incorporation of a transduced zjb-908::Tn10 without incorporation of the
adjacent purA+ gene of the donor. One of these three clones of constitution purA155 zjb-908::Tn10 was designated SL5475 and used as donor of the two closely-linked genes.

To introduce the purA155 deletion into 523Ty, a phage lysate of strain SL5475 was applied to the tetracycline-sensitive S. typhi recipient strains and selection made for tetracycline-resistant transductants by the same procedure as described above for introduction of the aroA(scrC)::Tn10 mutation. After single-colony reisolation, tetracycline-resistant transductant clones were tested for adenine requirement (in addition to their previous requirements for aromatic metabolites and histidine). A purA155 deletion zjb-906::Tn10 transductant was obtained and designated 531Ty.

**Removal of Tetracycline Resistance**

Tetracycline-sensitive mutants of 531Ty were obtained by spreading a diluted broth culture on a medium which hinders the growth of strains which are tetracycline-resistant because of presence of Tn10 (Bochner et al., *J. Bacteriol.* (1980) 143:926). This medium was modified by addition of 2,3-dihydrobenzoic acid, at about 1 µg/ml, because of the aro defect of the S. typhi strain in use. The tetracycline-sensitive mutants thus obtained, resulting from deletion of the part of the transposon causing tetracycline-resistance, were checked to confirm that they were of unaltered nutritional character and that they had the antigenic characters of their S. typhi wild-type ancestor. One such isolate, designated 541Ty, constitutes a Vi-positive aro(deln.) his purA(deln.) tetracycline-sensitive live-vaccine strain in the CDC10-80 line.
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Preparation of \( \text{arc}^- \) \( \text{pur}^- \) Vi\(^-\) Strains

Vi-negative mutants are obtained from 531Ty by streaking from colonies of phage-resistant mutant bacteria developing in areas of lysis caused by application of Vi phage I, II (adaptation A or El) or IV, or a mixture of all four of these phages. The phage-resistant mutants, after single-colony reisolation were tested for presence or absence of Vi antigen by slide agglutination tests using commercially available anti-Vi serum and by testing for sensitivity to each of the Vi-specific phages. A mutant scoring Vi-negative in both tests, and retaining its parental nutritional character and ancestral 0 antigenic character was designated 543Ty, and constituted as a Vi-negative live-vaccine strain.

Both 541Ty and 543Ty were fed to volunteers with generally satisfactory results. There were no ill effects on any volunteer and some volunteers showed serological evidence of immune response. In addition, some volunteers excreted the vaccine strain for a day or two demonstrating at least short term viability.

Clements et al., Infect. Immun. (1984) 46:564-569, report the preparation of the plasmid pJC217 containing the gene for expression of the 56kD B region of the heat-labile enterotoxin operon of \( \text{E. coli} \). The plasmid pJC217 is transformed into the strains 541Ty and 543Ty as described in Clements et al., supra. The expression of LT-B is confirmed by an ELISA assay. Microtiter plates are precoated with 7.5 \( \mu \)g/well of mixed gangliosides (Type III), then with 1 \( \mu \)g per well of purified LT-B. Reagents and antisera are available from Sigma Chemical Co. The samples are serially diluted in PBS (pH 7.2)-0.05% Tween-20. Ampicillin resistant colonies are tested for LT-B. The LT-B positive transformants are then used for immunization for both \( \text{S. typhi} \) and heat-labile enterotoxin as described previously.
SHIGELLA

Characterization of Parent Strain

Strain Y234/79 (Shigella flexneri type Y) grew well on simple, defined medium supplemented only with nicotinic acid, and was sensitive to all antibiotics and synthetic antibacterials tested including ampicillin, cephalothin, tetracycline, doxycycline, gentamicin, trimethoprim, nalidixic acid, chloramphenicol, and sulfadiazine. This strain, designated SFL1, possessed the 140 Md plasmid which Shigella require for invasiveness. The presence of the plasmid was shown by presence of a plasmid DNA band of expected size, by ability of the strain to bind dye when grown on an appropriate medium containing Congo Red and by ability to invade human cells in culture. Furthermore, the strain was Sereney-positive. That is, it produced keratoconjunctivitis after instillation into conjunctival sacs of guinea pigs. All these properties indicated ability to cause dysentery in man.

Donor Strain.

Strain NK5131 is an aromatic-dependent Tn10 insertion mutant of E. coli K12, received from Dr. Nancy Kleckner (Department of Biology, Harvard University). The gene inactivated by transposon Tn10 was identified as aroD by the nutritional phenotype of strain NK5131 (aromatic-dependent but growing on defined medium with shikimic acid in place of aromatic compounds), the results of transductional crosses to known aroB, aroD, and aroE mutants (these being the three classes of mutant which produce the described nutritional phenotype) and by evidence of co-transduction with gene pps. The mutant allele was assigned symbol aroD25::Tn10.
Transducing lysate.

To obtain a stock of phage able to transduce gene aroD25::Tn10 strain NK5131 treated with phage P1 Cm C-ts was incubated at 30° on plates of blood-agar-base supplemented with chloramphenicol, 25 µg/ml, so as to select for bacteria made lysogenic for this phage, whose genome includes a chloramphenicol-resistance transposon. The chloramphenicol-resistant growth obtained was inoculated into broth which was incubated at 30° for about 18 hours. Ten ml of the overnight broth culture was added to 20 ml of L broth. The mixture was shaken at 30° for three hours, at which time a further ten ml of L broth was added. The mixture was incubated with shaking in a 42° water bath, to induce the lytic cycle. This phage, because of its C-ts mutation, cannot persist as prophage at temperatures above 37°. After 90 minutes the mixture was incubated, unshaken, at 37° for 90 minutes, then centrifuged; the supernatant, sterilized by pasteurization and addition of chloroform, constituted lysate G2272. This lysate had a titer of 2 x 10^9 plaque-forming units/ml on Shigella sp. strain 16 as indicator.

Isolation of tetracycline-resistant transductants from strain Y234-79

To obtain aroD25::Tn10 transductants from Shigella flexneri strain Y234-79 a subline designated SFL113, provided by Dr. Alf Lindberg and proven by him to be Congo-Red positive and Sereny-positive, was used as recipient. Plates of "Oxoid" blood-agar base supplemented with tetracycline, 25 µg/ml, and with nicotinic acid and 2,3 dihydroxybenzoic acid, each at about 1 µg/ml, were flood-inoculated with an overnight broth culture of strain SLF113. The excess broth was pipetted off and when the agar surface had dried, drops (volume about 0.01 ml) of lysate G2272, diluted 1/100 or 1/10 or undiluted, were deposited, four drops of
each dilution on each of eight plates. After three
days incubation at 37° a total of 11 colonies were
observed, all in the undiluted-lysate drop areas.
Inocula of undiluted lysate G2272 gave no growth on
blood-agar base, showing lysate to be bacteriologically
sterile. Eight of the eleven colonies were investi-
gated, after single-colony reisolation on the selective
medium on which they had been obtained. All proved to
be aromatic-dependent and they are inferred to be

Shigella flexneri Y234-79 aroD25::Tn10 transductants.
One of the eight, confirmed Shigella flexneri type Y by
slide-agglutination test and found Congo-Red-positive,
was designated SPL114 and stored at -70°.

Isolation of tetracycline-sensitive, non-
reverting deletion mutants of strain SPL114.

Strain SPL114, like other strains which are
auxotrophic because of inactivation of a biosynthesis
gene by Tn10 insertion, can theoretically become wild-
type, in this case aroD+ (aromatic-independent) and
thus presumably virulent, by "clean excision" of the
transposon and one of the two copies of the nine-base-
pair segment (part of the base sequence of the wild-
type gene) which flank it. The possibility of such
reversion is eliminated by a second, Tn10-generated,
mutation at aroD25::Tn10 causing loss of tetracycline-
resistance, if the secondary mutation is either the
deletion or the inversion-deletion of a DNA segment
extending from within Tn10 into DNA of gene aroD
itself. Tetracycline-sensitive mutants of Tn10-bearing
strains of E. coli or Salmonella sp. are easily
isolated by incubation on the medium described by
Bochner et al. (1980, J. Bact., 143, 926-933), on which
tetracycline-resistant strains grow poorly or fail to
grow. Initial attempts to isolate tetracycline-
sensitive mutants of SPL114 by this procedure were
unsuccessful. A modified procedure was later used to
select tetracycline-sensitive mutants. The medium used contained fusaric acid at only 1 µg/ml, instead of 10 µg/ml, and chlortetracycline HCl (added before autoclaving) at 10 µg/ml, instead of 50 µg/ml. The medium used was supplemented with 2,3 dihydroxybenzoic acid, since aromatic-dependent strains, even if tetracycline-sensitive, do not grow on Bochner medium unless it is so supplemented, to allow their synthesis of the iron-capturing compound, enterobactin (enterochelin).

Incubation of plates of the above medium inoculated with 0.1 ml of a 1/100 dilution of a broth culture of strain SFL114 yielded about 100 colonies per plate. The majority of the colonies proved to be tetracycline-sensitive mutants. Twenty mutants of SFL114 were investigated to see if any of them resulted from a deletion affecting gene aroD.

Construction of probe.

Plasmid pKD201, described by Duncan et al (Biochemical Journal, 1986, 238, 475) contains a 1.8 kb ClaI fragment which includes gene aroD⁺ of E. coli; this plasmid was provided by Professor John Coggins (Department of Biochemistry, University of Glasgow). Plasmid DNA was extracted and purified. The plasmid DNA was digested with EcoRV and ClaI endonucleases; a band of approximately 1 kb was extracted from agarose gel. On the basis of the published nucleotide sequence of aroD⁺ (Duncan et al., supra), the fragment was inferred to comprise the sequence from nucleotide 778 through nucleotide 1798, thus all except the N-terminal 75 base-pairs of the coding region of gene aroD, together with about 370 base-pairs extending beyond the translational termination codon of the gene. The extracted DNA was phenol-treated, then ethanol-precipitated. Only one band was seen on agarose gel electrophoresis. A sample of the fragment was incubated with radio-labelled dCTP, cold dATP, dGTP, dTTP
and polymerase; the DNA was recovered by passage through a Biogel column.

For colony hybridization a plate bearing streak inocula of Congo-Red-negative mutants of the 20 tetracycline-sensitive mutants of SFL14 was overlaid with a sheet of nitrocellulose filter after incubation. The bacteria transferred to the filter were lysed and their DNA denatured. After drying in air, the filter was baked at 60° in vacuo for two hours.

After appropriate washes, the baked filter was incubated overnight at 42° in the presence of the radio-labelled probe, then washed several times, air-dried and exposed to X-ray film with intensifying screen at -70°, overnight.

The resulting autoradiograph showed that the Congo-Red-negative variants of eighteen of the tetracycline-sensitive mutants of SFL14 bound the probe to about the same extent as did SFL14 itself but that the Congo-Red-negative variants of mutants number 13 and 19 did not bind it to any detectable extent. A repeat test confirmed failure of numbers 13 and 19, both the original Congo-Red-positive strains and their Congo-Red-negative variants, to bind the probe. It is concluded that number 13 (now designated SFL123) and number 19 (now SFL124) have Tn10-generated deletions which have removed all or nearly all of the coding sequence of gene aroD.

The inferred deletion of nearly the whole coding sequence of gene aroD may mean that the site of insertion of Tn10 which produced allele aroD25::Tn10 is within the promoter region of the gene, between its promoter and the coding sequence or within the N-terminal about 75 base pairs of its coding region; a "rightward" deletion from Tn10 inserted at such a site, towards a target downstream from the structural gene would produce the observed result. Furthermore the base sequence upstream from gene aroD (Duncan et al,
Biochemical Journal, 1986, 238, 417) shows the presence of two nearly perfect copies (one incorrect base, amongst six) of the preferred target for Tn10 insertion within the putative promoter region of gene aroD. The Tn10 insertion in aroD25::Tn10 may be at one of these two target sites, causing non-expression of the structural gene due to absence of an effective promoter. The observations described indicate that the transposon insertion in aroD25::Tn10 is either in the promoter or between the promoter and the start of the coding region, or, less probably, within the first hundred or so base pairs of the coding region. Irrespective of the site of the insertion, the two deletion mutants, number 13 and number 19 (now SFL123 and SFL124), have lost all or nearly all of the coding region of the gene and are therefore unable to revert.

**Testing of Strain SFL114 in Monkeys**

The parent *S. flexneri* Y234-79 strain suspended in a bicarbonate-citrate buffer was inserted, using a baby-feed nasal catheter, into the stomach of 2-4 year old *Macaca fascicularis* monkeys as a control. Of five monkeys given an infecting dose of \(1 \times 10^{11}\) bacteria, four developed a profuse, mucoid diarrhea lasting from 1-3 days. Of two monkeys fed \(1 \times 10^{9}\) bacteria, one developed diarrhea. In all instances, the monkeys had had at least three negative stool cultures before being infected. The wild-type strain was recovered from fecal samples the day after infection and was shed for a mean of 17 days (range 9 to 35 days).

A group of nine monkeys, caged separately, was given the vaccine strain SFL114 orally in a dose of approximately \(2-3 \times 10^{10}\) bacteria on days 0, 7, 14 and 39. The vaccine strain was well tolerated, and no diarrhea was seen in any of the monkeys at any time. The vaccine strain was recovered from fecal specimens.
in all monkeys and was shed for a mean of 2 days (range 1-4 days).

Serum samples were collected from the monkeys before immunization, and at intervals thereafter. Stool samples were likewise collected, homogenized in phosphate-buffered saline, and then stored at -70° until assayed. The serum and stool samples were then studied using enzyme immunoassay with *S. flexneri* serotype Y, 1b and 2a LPS, and a *S. flexneri* large-plasmid-specified outer membrane protein fraction as antigens. The monkeys responded with significant serum titer increases against the Y LPS antigen in all antibody classes (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>IgA</th>
<th>IgM</th>
<th>IgG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>140 (50-240)</td>
<td>300 (90-570)</td>
<td>550 (110-1800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>230 (30-510)</td>
<td>370 (120-1900)</td>
<td>610 (110-1640)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>380 (50-1230)</td>
<td>580 (160-1900)</td>
<td>1030 (180-1340)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>240 (50-510)</td>
<td>440 (100-1490)</td>
<td>1210 (250-4000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>310 (60-1000)</td>
<td>510 (90-1780)</td>
<td>1280 (310-4000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>800 (110-1870)</td>
<td>590 (130-1630)</td>
<td>1840 (230-4000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class-specific serum antibody titers (mean and (range)) against *Shigella flexneri* Y lipopolysaccharide as estimated by enzyme immunoassay in monkeys immunized orally with *S. flexneri* SPLL14 on days 0, 7, 14 and 39 (2-3 × 10^{12} bacteria) and challenged on day 52 with *S. flexneri* Y234-79 (1 × 10^{11} bacteria).

The mean values more than doubled for IgA and IgG. However, no response or a poor response (<50% titer increase) was seen for IgA in 3/9 monkeys, for IgM in
5/9 and for IgG in 2/9 monkeys. After the challenge infection, high titers were seen in all but two monkeys.

The titrations made on stool suspensions showed significant IgA titer increases, but no IgG increases (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>IgA</th>
<th>IgG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(60-420)</td>
<td>(60-280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(40-170)</td>
<td>(50-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(50-1910)</td>
<td>(40-140)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(160-740)</td>
<td>(20-370)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(80-2450)</td>
<td>(50-200)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stool IgA and IgG antibody titers (mean and (range)) against Shigella flexneri Y lipopolysaccharide as estimated by enzyme immunoassay in monkeys immunized orally with S. flexneri SFL114 on days 0, 7, 14 and 39 (2-3 X 10^10 bacteria) and challenged on day 52 with S. flexneri Y234-79 (1 X 10^11 bacteria).

These results indicate that there were sIgA antibodies produced, and that little (or no) leakage of serum had occurred. All monkeys but one responded with IgA increases. The highest stool IgA titers were seen after the challenge infection. Most monkey sera had quite high titers against the outer membrane protein fraction before immunization with the SFL114 vaccine strain. Significant titer increases were seen for IgA and IgG in 3/9 monkeys only.

All monkeys were challenged orally with the parent strain Y234/79 (1 X 10^11 bacteria) on day 52, 13 days after the last immunization. None of the monkeys
showed any signs of illness or developed any diarrhea. The challenge strain was recovered from fecal specimens, and excreted for as long as before immunization. Thus immunization with S. flexneri SFLl14 protected against symptomatic infection on challenge with the homologous wild-type parent strain, but did not affect duration of shedding of the parent strain.

All monkeys were subjected to colonoscopy with concomitant biopsies taken from the proximal colon to rectum before immunization and 3 days after immunizations and challenge. The results are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control Monkeys Given SFLl</th>
<th>Vaccine Group Given SFLl14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Before Immun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Epithelial</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion/Ulceration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epithelial Hyperplasia</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial Inflammation</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory Engagement of Crypts</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semiquantitative evaluation of morphological findings in colon mucosal biopsies from Macaca fascicularis monkeys immunized and challenged with Shigella flexneri. Vaccine S. flexneri SFLl14 on days 0, 7, 14 and 39. Challenge with Y234/79 on day 52. 0 = negative finding, + = small/some degree/focal finding, ++ = moderate degree/general finding.

Colonoscopy showed that non-immunized monkeys had a perfectly normal mucosa. After challenge, a reddened and hyperemic mucosa was seen. Histopathological examination showed surface damage with epi-
thelial erosions and patchy mucosal ulcerations from colon ascendens down to rectum (Table 3). Also, a moderate interstitial inflammation with some inflammatory involvement of the mucosal crypts was noticed. Secondary epithelial hyperplasia was seen in many areas of the surface and of the neck of the crypts.

Monkeys immunized with *S. flexneri* strain SPL114 lacked gross-morphological signs of infection and inflammation as observed by the naked eye.

Biopsies taken after the first immunization revealed only a mild interstitial inflammation (Table 3). After 3 immunization doses, a mild epithelial hyperplasia and an inflammatory involvement of the crypts was also visible. These results, and the actual demonstration by electron microscopy of the vaccine strain within the mucosa, confirmed invasive properties of the strain and demonstrated that it has multiplied in the mucosa.

Colonoscopy after the challenge infection also showed a normal mucosa. Histological examination of the biopsies revealed no surface erosions. In the interstitium, however, a moderate inflammation was observed. Only a few crypts were affected by inflammation and the reactive epithelial hyperplasia was mild and focal.

The results of the histological examinations mean that vaccination with the constructed aromatic-dependent strain SPL114 elicited a local immune defense which prevented damage to the intestinal mucosa. The defense was not exclusively caused by a local sIgA response preventing invasion, but a significant host defense is caused by a killing of the *S. flexneri* challenge strain after it had invaded. Cellular immune mechanisms are likely candidates for this host defense.

These data demonstrated that the *S. flexneri* SPL114 strain has all of the necessary characteristics for a vaccine against dysentery caused by *S. flexneri*. It has a defined non-revertible mutation
causing dependence for aromatic metabolites not available in mammalian tissues. It is invasive with a propensity for limited intracellular multiplication. It contains all identified (and probably a number of non-identified) protective antigens and elicits a local as well as circulating antibody response and a cellular immune response.

The strain is well tolerated by monkeys and shed for up to four days, which would indicate at least a limited multiplication in and colonization of the intestine.

**Human Volunteer Trial of Strain SFL114**

*Shigella flexneri* strain SFL114, of serotype Y and aromatic-requiring because of mutation arOD::Tn10 introduced by transduction, already proven Sereny-negative and non-virulent for monkeys, has now been tested by feeding to human volunteers.

In a pilot test, laboratory staff drank single doses of $10^5$, $10^7$, or $10^9$ colony-forming units of strain SFL114 suspended in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). No adverse effects resulted.

In the main trial, the volunteers were young adult medical students, 33 male and 14 female. After informed consent and appropriate medical history, physical and laboratory tests, the volunteers were divided into two groups. One group of 17 males and 5 females ingested a single dose of $10^{10}$ colony-forming units of strain SFL114 suspended in PBS. A second group, 16 males and 9 females, ingested $10^9$ colony-forming units. All volunteers were interviewed daily, and stool specimens and rectal swabs were cultured for several days. Initially, stool specimens were cultured quantitatively to determine the number of colony-forming units of *Shigella* per gram of feces.
No volunteers in either group reported loss of appetite, vomiting, nausea, fever (greater than 37.5°), blood or mucus in stool, severe abdominal discomfort, or frank diarrhea. In the $10^{10}$ group, several volunteers (eight on day 1, four on day 2) reported slight or moderate abdominal discomfort and/or loose or watery stools for 2-4 days. In the $10^9$ group, 1-3 volunteers reported loose or watery stools, no more than two per day, or mild abdominal discomfort.

*Shigella flexneri* type Y was isolated from fecal specimens and/or rectal swab from nearly all volunteers (cumulative percentage positive by day 5, more than 80% from the $10^9$ group and more than 90% for the $10^{10}$ group). Less than 10% of volunteers were culture-positive on day 5 or later.

These results demonstrated that strain SFL114 was a safe, live vaccine strain when given by oral route, even in as large a dose as $10^{10}$ colony-forming units. Further, the results established that a dose of $10^{10}$ colony-forming units caused only trivial side-effects. The numbers of *Shigella* per gram feces in the first two days after administration indicated that there has been limited multiplication of the live vaccine strain, either in the epithelial cells of the colon or in the gut lumen or in both. This demonstrated that the administration resulted in a satisfactory immune response, at least in the intestinal tract. Therefore administration of the vaccine conferred protection against natural infection, at least for *Shigella flexneri* of serotype Y and for cross-reactive strains.

As is evident from the above data, the present invention provides safe live vaccines against a plurality of pathogenic microorganisms, particularly bacteria, as exemplified by *Salmonella* and *Shigella*. The auxotrophic vaccine strains provided have non-reverting blocks in a biosynthetic pathway, which
ensured that though the strains live in a host organism, they are substantially unable to proliferate there. Further, the mutated organisms retained the same, or substantially the same, antigenic characteristics as the unmutated, virulent organisms, thus inducing a protective immune response.

The subject procedure can be used with a wide variety of pathogenic organisms by employing the appropriate transposon to achieve aro⁻ or other mutant derivatives. Other organisms of particular interest are Escherichia, particularly E. coli; Klebsiella, particularly K. pneumoniae. By employing an appropriate transposon which is inserted into an appropriate aromatic-biosynthesis gene, techniques such as transduction with an appropriate general transducing phage, e.g. Pl, can be employed to provide for aro⁻, or other mutant non-virulent pathogenic organisms which are non-revertant.

All publications and patent applications mentioned in this specification are indicative of the level of skill of those skilled in the art to which this invention pertains. All publications and patent applications are herein incorporated by reference to the same extent as if each individual publication or patent application was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference.

The invention now being fully described, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many changes and modifications can be made thereto without departing from the spirit or scope of the appended claims.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A live Shigella strain having a requirement for at least one essential metabolite which is not available in a mammalian host, said requirement as a result of a non-reverting mutation.

2. A live Shigella strain according to Claim 1 wherein said strain is Shigella flexneri serotype Y.

3. A live Shigella strain according to Claim 1 wherein said strain is serotype 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, or 5 as a result of lysogenization of a serotype Y strain with one or more bacteriophage(s).

4. A live Shigella strain according to Claim 1 wherein said strain is Sereny-negative and comprises the invasiveness plasmid.

5. A live Shigella strain having the following properties:
   non-reverting aroD⁻; Sereny negative; Congo red positive; serotype Y; sensitivity to a plurality of antibiotics; and ability to grow on chemically defined media.

6. A vaccine strain of Shigella flexneri wherein bacteria of said strain have a requirement for at least one essential metabolite which is not available in a mammalian host, said requirement as a result of a non-reverting deletion or deletion-inversion, grow on chemically defined media, are sensitive to a plurality of antibiotics, are Sereny-negative and comprise the invasiveness plasmid.

7. Shigella flexneri strain SFL114, ATCC Accession No. 53755.
8. A method of preparing a vaccine strain of Shigella flexneri comprising:
   (a) inserting a transposon providing for antibiotic resistance into an aro gene of Shigella flexneri bacteria;
   (b) selecting Shigella flexneri mutants which reverted to antibiotic sensitivity;
   (c) screening those selected mutants for mutants having a deletion or deletion-inversion which extends into said aro gene to provide cells having a non-reverting mutation; and
   (d) selecting mutants having said non-reverting mutation which are Sereny negative and Congo red positive for use as said vaccine strain.

9. The method of Claim 10 wherein said transposon is inserted into said aro gene by replacing an aro gene of said Shigella bacterium with an aro gene of E. coli which was previously inactivated by insertion of a transposon.

10. The method of Claim 10 wherein said transposon is Tn10 and said aro gene is aroD.
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